### Outstanding Animated Program

**Alien News Desk**  
A Big Moldy Space Orange  
Drexx and Tuva grapple with love, doping, and a very wordy segment name.

**American Dad!**  
Rabbit Ears  
Stan becomes obsessed with a mysterious and little-known 1960s television show after he picks up an old, abandoned TV on big trash day.

**Animals.**  
Episode Twenty-Two: Dogs.  
Struggling to adapt in a post-owner world, dog Phil fights to maintain his independence and his longtime addiction to human dependency.

**Big Mouth**  
The Planned Parenthood Show  
An argument in sex ed class turns into a skit-tastic journey through the worlds of Planned Parenthood, contraceptives and STDs.

**Bob's Burgers**  
Just One Of The Boyz 4 Now For Now  
Tina goes to the Boyz 4 Now auditions to try to find a boy named Damon and prove she's not "boy crazy." The rest of the Belchers secretly care for a baby rat in the restaurant.

**BoJack Horseman**  
Free Churro  
BoJack delivers a eulogy at a funeral.

**Castlevania**  
For Love  
With nothing less than the future of humanity at stake, Belmont, Alucard and Sypha do battle with their immortal enemy: Dracula.

**Come Along With Me (Adventure Time)**  
The fate of Ooo is revealed to two adventurers in the distant future. Princess Bubblegum gathers her allies while Finn searches for a way to prevent the coming Great Gum War.
**DC Super Hero Girls: #SweetJustice**

When six ordinary girls meet and discover that they each have extraordinary powers, they decide to join forces to take on one of Metropolis' most sinister villains.

**Disenchantment**

To Thine Own Elf Be True

Princess duties call, but she'd rather be drinking. Free-spirited Bean exasperates the king as she wreaks havoc with her demon and elf pals. After he learns a surprising secret about himself, Elfo heads home to Elfwood in search of the truth.

**F Is For Family**

Battle Of The Sexes

Follow the Murphy family back to the 1970s, when kids roamed wild, beer flowed freely and nothing came between a man and his TV. While Sue hosts a soul-crushing focus group for the Forkoontula, Frank tries to keep Vic from bonding with Chet, and Bill sneaks out with Bridget.

**Family Guy**

Trump Guy

Peter is hired to be Trump’s press secretary. Everyone loves Washington, D.C., except for Meg, especially after Trump makes a move on her — prompting Peter to come to her rescue and teach Trump a lesson he’ll never forget.

**gen:LOCK**

The Only Me I Know

Doc reflects on past events before deciding his future. The gen:LOCK team is tested like never before when the battle arrives at the Vanguard’s front door.

**Lucky**

Hap McSweeney is the unluckiest leprechaun you’ll ever meet. On a field trip to visit the luckiest man in Fortune City, Hap stumbles upon a particularly familiar pot of gold. Now it’s up to him to pull off the ultimate heist: steal back the McSweeney’s gold and restore their luck!

**Marvel's Avengers: Black Panther's Quest**

Atlantis Attacks

All of Black Panther's efforts to protect Wakanda are thrown into jeopardy by a new foe.

**Marvel's Guardians Of The Galaxy: Mission Breakout!**

Black Vortex - Part One

The Guardians, desperate to escape the Collector's collapsing ship, jump into the Black Vortex mirror. They get separated in the evil Black Vortex and each Guardian finds themselves in a different world; Gamora wakes up in a fairytale while Drax is trapped in a comic book.
Mike Judge Presents: Tales From The Tour Bus

Rick James (Part 2)
In the mid-'80s, funk star Rick James was riding high on top of the music world. But between his rivalry with Prince, crusade against MTV and run-ins with the law, Rick fell further under the influence of cocaine and fell from grace amid his troubles.

Neo Yokio: Pink Christmas

The holidays take a hit as Kaz juggles the Secret Santa competition, his Aunt Angelique's visit and his nemesis Arcangelo's Christmas plotting.

Our Cartoon President

Election Special 2018
Fearing a Democratic blue wave and the threat of impeachment, Our Cartoon President teams with his son Don Jr. to help Republicans win the midterm elections and save America from the grips of democracy. Joining the fight are Mike Pence, Sarah Huckabee Sanders, Chuck Schumer, Nancy Pelosi, and Vladimir Putin.

Paradise PD

Black And Blue
An eager young rookie joins the ragtag small-town police force led by his dad as they bumble, squabble and snort their way through a big drug case.

The Simpsons

Mad About The Toy
When Grampa Simpson uncovers a long-buried memory of being the original photographer’s model for the very first “Green Army Men” toys in the 1950s, it leads him on a heartwrenching cross-country journey of remorse, regret and, ultimately, discovery about the true meaning of manhood.

South Park

Dead Kids
There is a school shooting at South Park Elementary. The parents are confused by Sharon’s overreaction and Randy is desperate to help his wife get her emotions under control.

SuperMansion: Summer Vacation Special

There are no true holidays when you’re tasked to save the world. Rex and his team enjoy what they can of Hawaii’s summer atmosphere.

Tuca & Bertie

Plumage
Bertie's starting her apprenticeship at the bakery, but first -- it’s Self-Care Saturday! Tuca and Speckle visit Tuca’s aunt in the Beakshires.

The Venture Bros.

The Unicorn In Captivity
Dr. Venture’s latest invention is a real game-changer. And the new game is deadly!
We Bare Bears
Charlie’s Halloween Thing 2
Charlie tells some scary stories featuring the Bears and their friends.

End of Category
**Outstanding Short Form Animated Program**

**Alone In America**
In a small Italian village a rambunctious boy dreamed of making something of himself, despite his bullying uncles who are pressuring Mama to send him away. However, a mother’s heart never surrenders. Shortly after his magnificent, arrival Rodolfo would realize how difficult it was to be an Immigrant in America.

**Big Pasta**
Big Pasta is a cigar-chomping boss who wants to gain control of a loosey-goosey biker gang called the Ignorants. They want a new contract, but they have to prove something to Big Pasta first. So they confront each other in barrooms, alleys and elsewhere to work out their differences.

**Craig Of The Creek**
Fort Williams
When Craig can't go to the Creek, he and his mom spend the afternoon together building the biggest blanket fort in the world!

**Diamonds And Lemons (Adventure Time)**
Finn and his friends experience setbacks and creative triumphs in a fantastic new vision of Ooo.

**Hot Streets**
Blood Barn
French enters the intergalactic Cock Fighting Championship. Jen ponders a question.

**Human Kind Of**
Desperately Seeking Social Skills
Left alone in the most dangerous place on Earth - a high school cafeteria - Judy discovers she has the ability to shapeshift, rendering her capable of conforming to any social circle - much to the dismay of her best friend.

**Love, Death & Robots**
The Witness
After seeing a brutal murder, a woman flees from the killer through the streets of a surreal city.

**Monologue**
Ta-Nehisi Coates
Monologue takes original audio discussions with compelling creators, thinkers and newsmakers and pairs them with animation artists for an interview series in which subjects' thoughts, ideas and anecdotes are brought to life.

**Museum Of Human History**
Global Warming
Humans don’t make a lot of sense to other humans. For aliens, they’re almost impossible to comprehend—which is why they need a special guide like Jim Rash. A museum in an undefined future civilization explores the triumphs and failures of the (extinct) human race.
The Nib

Time Bandits

The political cartoonists at The Nib strikes at the heart of our weird, wretched, present-day dystopia with a satiric take on everything from the American healthcare system to President Trump’s rumored pee tape.

OK K.O.! Let’s Be Heroes

Super Black Friday

After being forced to work on a holiday, KO, Rad and Enid take a stand.

Robot Chicken

Why Is It Wet?

The creators of Robot Chicken revisit the POG craze for some reason. Mulan's disguise has worked too well. Rita Repulsa advertises a new use for her wand, and the Power Rangers refuse to pay the price!

SpongeBob SquarePants

Plankton Paranoia

Plankton hasn’t tried to steal the secret formula in a while… and that’s making Mr. Krabs nervous!

Steven Universe

Reunited

Steven brings everyone together for a special reunion.

Teen Titans Go!

Nostalgia Is Not A Substitute For An Actual Story

The Titans time travel back to the 1980s to determine whether or not it was the best decade ever.

Tigtone

Tigtone vs. Nothing

All the quests in the realm suddenly vanish, so Tigtone must fight nothing, itself.

Two Balloons

Two adventurous lemurs navigate their dirigibles halfway around the world to a place where happenstance and fate threaten to disrupt their reunion.

End of Category